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Army of the United States

Honorable Discharge

This is to certify that

JOHN P BELL

35052495 TECHNICIAN FIFTH GRADE 279TH QUARTERMASTER REFRIGERATION COMPANY

Army of the United States

is hereby Honorably Discharged from the military service of the United States of America.

This certificate is awarded as a testimonial of Honest and Faithful Service to this country.

Given at SEPARATION CENTER
CAMP ATTERBURY INDIANA

Date 1 APRIL 1946

Presented for Record DEC 17 1946
at 10:10 o'clock A.M.

Recorded DEC 19 1946, in Soldiers' Dis. Record, Vol. 25 Page 403

Mose Williams

County Recorder

E. W. Henry
MAJOR AC
ENLISTED RECORD AND REPORT OF SEPARATION

HONORABLE DISCHARGE

355843

1. LAST NAME - FIRST NAME - MIDDLE INITIAL
   BELL   JOHN P

2. ARMY SERIAL NO. 35052495
   T/5

3. GRADE

4. ARM OR SERVICE
   QMC

5. COMPONENT
   AUS

6. ORGANIZATION
   CO

7. DATE OF SEPARATION
   1 APR 46

8. PLACE OF SEPARATION
   SEP CEN CAMP ATTERBURY INDI

9. PERMANENT ADDRESS FOR MAILING PURPOSES
   345 W RIVER ST ELYRIA LORAIN CO OHIO

10. DATE OF BIRTH
    13 SEP 18

11. PLACE OF BIRTH
    DETROIT MICHIGAN

12. ADDRESS FROM WHICH EMPLOYMENT WILL BE SOUGHT
    9 SEE 9

13. COLOR EYES
    BROWN

14. COLOR HAIR
    BROWN

15. HEIGHT
    5-6

16. WEIGHT
    159 LBS.

17. NO. DEPEND
    1

18. RACE
    WHITE

19. MARRITAL STATUS
    MARRIED

20. U.S. CITIZEN
    X

21. CIVILIAN OCCUPATION AND NO.
    TRUCK DRIVER LIGHT 7-36.260

22. DATE OF INDUCTION
    8 MAR 43

23. DATE OF ENLISTMENT
    15 MAR 43

24. DATE OF ENTRY INTO ACTIVE SERVICE

25. PLACE OF ENTRY INTO SERVICE
    CAMP PERRY OHIO

26. SELECTIVE SERVICE DATA
    REGISTRED

27. LOCAL SER. BOARD NO.
    17

28. COUNTY AND STATE
    208 LOAN CO OHIO

29. MORE ADDRESS AT TIME OF ENTRY INTO SERVICE
    LORAIN CO OHIO

30. MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY AND NO.
    REFRIGERATION MECHANIC 322

31. MILITARY DECORATIONS AND CITATIONS
    AMERICAN THEATER RIBBON; EAME THEATER RIBBON W/3 BRONZE STARS; GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL; VICTORY MEDAL WORLD WAR II

32. BATTLES AND CAMPAIGNS
    ARDENNES; RHINELAND; CENTRAL EUROPE

33. DECORATIONS AND CITATIONS

34. WOUNDS RECEIVED IN ACTION
    NONE

35. LATEST IMMUNIZATION DATES
    SWINEPOX
    TYPHOID
    TETANUS
    OTHER (specify)

36. SERVICE OUTSIDE CONTINENTAL U.S. AND RETURN
    DATE OF DEPARTURE
    14 OCT 44
    18 MAR 46
    25 OCT 44
    26 MAR 46
    DESTINATION
    ETO
    USA

37. TOTAL LENGTH OF SERVICE
    CONTINENTAL SERVICE
    FOREIGN SERVICE

38. HIGHEST RANK HELD
    TEC-5

39. PRIOR SERVICE
    NONE

40. REASON AND AUTHORITY FOR SEPARATION
    CONVN OF GOVT (DEMBOLIZATION) RR1-1 AR 615-365 15 DEC 44

41. SERVICE SCHOOLS ATTENDED

42. EDUCATION (Years)
    Grammar
    High School
    College

43. LOCALITY FOR PAY PURPOSES
    32973

44. MUSTER/DISCH GET
    none

45. SOLDIER DEPOSIT
    none

46. TRAVEL PAY
    none

47. TOTAL AMOUNT, NAME OF DISBURSING OFFICER
    17.95 143.71 BB CALLAWAY LT COL FD

INSURANCE NOTICE

48. KIND OF INSURANCE
    none

49. PREMIUM PAID
    none

50. EFFECTIVE DATE OF ALIEN
    none

51. PREMIUM DUE
    none

52. INTENTION OF VETERAN TO
    none

53. EST. DISMISANCE
    none


55. Allotted
    none

56. Direct to
    none

57. REMARKS

58. SIGNATURE OF PERSON BEING SEPARATED

59. PERSONNEL OFFICER

This form supersedes all previous editions of WD AGO Form 53 and 85 for enlisted persons entitled to an Honorable Discharge, which will not be used after receipt of this revision.
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